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BINARY STAR MORPHOLOGY AND THE NAME OVERCONTACTWILSON, R.E.Astronomy Department, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611, USA
Ruinski (1997) has suggested that ontat binary, rather than overontat binary, beused as the logially and historially orret name for ommon envelope systems. Heites 5 reent examples within IBVS of overontat being used in plae of ontat, andmany more examples ould be ited from the general literature. Ruinski kindly avoidsassessing blame for the new trend, but the writer probably bears primary responsibility(Wilson, 1994, 2001). Although Ruinski interprets the ited examples as mistakes, it willbe argued below that - in terms of both logial onsisteny and of history - those papersare using ontat and overontat orretly.A literature survey shows the terms ritial lobe and limiting lobe to be essentiallyinterhangeable, with both referring to the largest losed equipotential that surroundsonly one omponent of a binary. Rohe lobe has the same meaning for some authors,while others use Rohe lobe only for synhronously rotating, irular orbit ases. Rohelimit is an infrequent synonym for Rohe lobe that now seems out of favor, perhaps beausethe term has another meaning in regard to tidal disruption of satellites. G.P. Kuiper wasprobably �rst to understand the roles of ritial lobes and �rst to use the word ontatin a morphologial ontext. His extensive paper on � Lyrae (Kuiper, 1941) developedmorphologial ideas quantitatively and demonstrated remarkable early insights into themehanial equilibrium of lose binaries. By ontat, Kuiper meant ontat between thetwo stars (p. 137 of Kuiper, 1941). Two new terms, detahed and semi-detahed, wereoined by Z. Kopal (1955). The former ondition has both stars within their limiting lobesand the latter has one star within its lobe and the other aurately touhing (ontatingor �lling) its lobe. Kopal also used ontat, but de�ned it to mean aurate ontat of astar with its lobe (p. 427 of Kopal, 1955), in ontrast with Kuiper's meaning. To Kopal,ontat binary meant a binary with both star surfaes aurately oinident with theirlobe surfaes. Obviously he did not believe in ommon envelope systems, as shown atmany plaes in his writings - a view that now onits with observations of W UMa's andwould even be onsidered unphysial. Nevertheless it will be argued below that Kopal'slobe-�lling de�nition of ontat serves morphology well and that we therefore need searhno further for a useful de�nition.Of ourse modern astrophysis is free to adopt whatever meaning of ontat leads to themost onsistent morphology, but let us examine history for perspetive. Ruinski (1997)asserts that \The group of ontat binaries was de�ned learly by Kopal (1959, Se. VII.6)as systems �lling the ommon envelope enompassing both stars". However Ruinski'slaim is not supported by a reading of that setion. Kopal omments on the meaning of
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ontat at only one plae in his Setion VII.6, whih is in the middle of p. 526, wherehe states: \... both omponents of W UMa type systems appear to �ll ompletely theirrespetive Rohe limits - a property whih has earned them the designation of ontatsystems". Kopal also shows a shemati diagram of the three morphologial types on hisp. 483, where the illustrated ontat system just �lls the \�gure eight" of the inner ontatsurfae with no exess, so there is no ommon envelope. Then on p. 546 he spei�allyemphasizes the distintion between the Kuiper and Kopal de�nitions of ontat, writing:\...whereas we propose to regard as ontat binary (or omponent) a star whose surfaeoinides with its Rohe limit, Kuiper's de�nition ...does not mean that mere ontatexists, but a ommon envelope as well". Kopal had already made similar ommentsabout ontat systems at least 5 years earlier (p. 39 of Kopal, 1954; p. 149 of Kopal andShapley, 1956). He avoided a problem with ommon envelope ases by disbelieving inthem. So Kopal did de�ne ontat learly, but not as ontat between stars or existeneof a ommon envelope as stated by Ruinski, but in the same way as ontat is now mostfrequently used (i.e. aurate ontat with a lobe).Usage prior to 1994 usually involved a hybrid of the Kuiper and Kopal morphologies,with the Kuiper meaning of ontat when the two stars are mutually involved (ontatbinary meaning that the stars touh) and the Kopal meaning for eah star's relation toits lobe (semi-detahed meaning that one star ontats its lobe and the other does not).Things would be simpler with ontat having the same meaning for all morphologialtypes, whih they do in the Kopal sheme but not in the hybrid sheme. The hybridsheme was formally inonsistent, but the inonsisteny did not ause a pratial problemwithin the 3-type morphology beause, with synhronous rotation, ontat of both starswith their lobes implied star-star ontat. So ommon envelope systems were usuallyalled ontat binaries, although muh less often (e.g. Wilson and Rafert, 1981; Wilson,Van Hamme, and Pettera, 1985; Wilson, 1988) they were alled overontat binaries - aname that reserved the word ontat for its lobe-�lling meaning while providing a pitorialname for ommon envelope binaries.An extension or generalization of the Kopal morphology has ome along in a fourthmorphologial type alled double ontat (Wilson, 1979). To appreiate the idea of doubleontat, one must reognize a generalized de�nition of a limiting lobe that applies for non-synhronous as well as synhronous rotation and for eentri as well as irular orbits:A limiting lobe is an equipotential for whih the e�etive gravity is zero on the line ofenters at periastron (Wilson, 1979). Double ontat beomes meaningful for super-synhronously rotating stars and involves �lling of both lobes without star ontat (noteven point-ontat), thus foring a deision - does ontat mean star-star or star-lobe?We shall have a onsistent terminology regardless of whether rotation is synhronous ifwe keep the star-lobe de�nition, and any exess beyond lobe �lling is well desribed byoverontat. The hange in usage noted by Ruinski ame after the name overontatwas oupled with an explanation of the 4-type morphology (Wilson, 1994). Ruinskiprefers use of overontat for binaries that overow the outer ontat surfae, as in Kuiper(1941). Although suh systems are exeedingly rare, Ruinski's preferene is an entirelyreasonable use of the name. However we need to agree on what overontat is to meanand my suggestion is to ontinue using overontat in the sense adopted in many reentpapers and agree on another name for ontat with the outer ontat surfae. Perhaps itan be as straightforward as outer-ontat binary.With regard to ounter arguments, Ruinski says that \the equipotential is not a solidsurfae in spae and there is nothing to be in ontat with". However abstrat surfaesertainly an be in ontat - abstration lies at the foundation of siene. Atually the
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idea of ontat always is an abstration - the ontat of material objets is as muh anabstration as the ontat of mathematially de�ned surfaes. Of ourse, the surfae of astar is an abstration. Far from being impermissible, abstration is a primary ingredientin sienti� thinking. Therefore a star an ertainly be in ontat with its ritial lobe.The onept has been used for many deades without stirring doubts as to its essentialmeaning and is a ore onept of binary star morphology. Were we to grant that a starannot be in ontat with a non-material surfae, we would have to admit that it annotbe detahed from it either (detahed from that whih does not exist?).In onlusion, Kuiper's ommon envelope physis was more in keeping with modernideas than were Kopal's point-ontat binaries, but the issue at hand is the meaning ofthe word ontat in terms of history and logial usefulness. Historially, Kopal de�nitelymeant star on lobe, not star on star. Logially, Kopal's lobe-�lling de�nition avoidsinonsisteny and allows for a natural generalization to non-synhronous and eentriorbit ases. Explanations of generalized 4-type morphology are in Wilson (1994; 2001)and on pp. 87-89 of Kallrath and Milone (1999).I thank S. Wyithe for alling Ruinski's paper to my attention and W. Van Hammefor omments.
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